
SWIL Presidential Platforms:

The Chrises

�������� Coming here on behalf of the three Chrises, I should state that unlike the
members of the current administration, the three Chrises all have deep experience in
specialized fields of academic study and competition, and it would only be fair to have
them prove their competence in these fields by proxy.

So…

First, Chris White.

Tossup 3: This SWIL president first made herself known to the SWIL community by
making out with Gregory Robinson during a showing of the Princess Bride and
distracting everyone except Arthur Chu, whom she was sitting behind and leaning
against.  Her trademark weapon is a roll of duct tape and her trademark garment is a black
silk bodystocking.  With a Josh Smith number of 4 through Lisa Spitalewitz, thus giving
a 5 to Greg Robinson, BDan Fairchild, Michael Noda and Sikandra Christian, for ten
points name this—

�	
����
�����Buzz!  Hector Berlioz!

��������Sorry, neg five.

Next, Chris Segal, for the 

�	
����������(struggling to stay awake) All right, so we’re here today to talk about the
proposition that “the current SWIL administration should be replaced”.  Well--*yawn*--
the… the current SWIL administration’s incompetence is leading to SWIL’s problems
much in the way Napoleon led to the downfall of France, so what the government is
proposing today is as the people of France, when Napoleon returns from Elba you should
reject him.

We’re going to cover three major points, the first of which is… is Napoleon’s moral
failings as a leader by your still… traditional… *yawn* *thud*

��������Um, you still have six minutes and thirty seconds.  Hmm?  All right, I guess
that’s a… 22.

Well, Chris Jager was unavailable for comment, but he did write a script enabling him to
upload a completed program in Scheme to the CS server, which outputted this: (show
several pages of repeated monospace text reading “VOTE FOR CHRIS JAGER”)

So, with Chris White leading the team in negs and Chris Segal losing on substance and
points, I guess we should just vote Chris Jager for SWIL president!

The Fight Club Guys:



�����Let me tell you a little bit about Tyler Durden as a SWIL president.  (Tyler begins
typing on his laptop)  Tyler was a night person.  While the rest of us were sleeping, he
worked.  He had one part time job as a SWILnews writer. SWILnews isn’t done by one
big president, it’s done by a few. So someone has to change the keyboard over at the
exact moment one president’s set of notes end and the next one begins. If you look for it
you can see little brackets coming in around all-lowercase text.

(Tyler points to some bracketed text in his SWILnews.)

������In the industry we call them “MST3K comments”.

�����That's a cue for a change over. The SWILnews goes on , and nobody in the rabble
has any idea.

������Why would anyone want this shit job?

�����Because it affords him other interesting opportunities.

������Like splicing single pages of ASCII pornography into family SWILnewses.

�����So when the snooty senior and the courageous frosh, with the celebrity voices, meet
for the first time on page three, that's when you'll catch the flash of Tyler's contribution in
the file.

(Tyler starts paging through a stapled copy of SWILnews and quickly turns past a page
that’s an ASCII penis that we can all see.)

�����No one really knows that they've seen it. But they did.

������A nice, big cock.

�����Even a baby pterodactyl couldn'ta caught Tyler at work.



(Tyler gets up and starts putting plates of food around for everyone)

�����Tyler also worked sometimes as a banquet waiter at the luxurious St. Valentine’s
Day Massacre.

(Tyler picks up a bowl of soup, turns his back on everyone and holds it to his crotch.)

�����He was the guerrilla terrorist of the waitron industry.

������Do not watch. I cannot go if you watch.

(Tyler takes a glass of water and drizzles it onto the ground.)

�����He farted on quiche bar; he sneezed on Asian chicken salad bar; and with creme of
mushroom soup, well...

������Go ahead, tell them.

�����You get the idea.



Non-ML non-members:

I would like to paraphrase an authority on a similar topic, Mr. Thomas Paine:

“Small islands not capable of protecting themselves, are the proper objects for kingdoms
to take under their care; but there is something very absurd, in supposing a continent to be
perpetually governed by an island. In no instance hath nature made the satellite larger
than its primary planet, and as ML and campus, with respect to each Other, reverses the
common order of nature, it is evident they belong to different systems: ML to the Ville,
campus to itself.”



Lord Julius’ Goat and the Square Root of Negative Yak

Actually, I just picked this because I figure if I don’t write a good platform for
these they will finally die.
 



The Polymorphic, Polyamorous Blob:

�������������
������We are the Blob.  Unlock your doors and surrender your dorm
rooms.  You will be assimilated.  We will add your biological and technological erotic
stimulation to our own.  You will adapt to service us.  Resistance is futile.

Locutus of Blob shall speak for us.

�������� We intend to raise the quality of life for all Swillies.  We not only have multiple
semesters of presidential experience, we also have the flexibility of living off-campus and
taking a leave of absence from school.  We have the engineering expertise to design
powerful weapons and big-ball-processing plants; moreover we have the natural ability to
forego sleep for days at a time, focusing on important projects.  Not only do we have a
diverse and eclectic range of knowledge that has served us on the college bowl team, we
also have a vibrant, fresh perspective on SWIL.  We can build connections with the men’s
rugby team and Cruxis, and use our foam sword fighting prowess to help defend SWIL.
Finally, our thick, resilient outer membranes protect us from most projectile and edged
weapons, and we have the ability to engulf and digest any organic material, making us not
only the potentially longest-lived organism in the world, but also eventually capable of
devouring the world and turning it into a single gluey gelatinous mass.



The Doors to Room 4

(close doors, yell through them) Now you are trapped, until you vote for me!
Muahahaha!  Muahahaha!

Do you realize how many hours of oxygen you have left?  Not that many!  And where
will you get food and water?  And will it be possible for you to maintain genetic diversity
in future generations without randomly breeding with each other?  You are doomed!
Doomed!  Beg for mercy!

(continue until doors forced open)



All Tickets Plus Andrew Brown

I will now attempt to do this all in one-liners in less than five minutes.  Here goes:

Easley Blackwood and Easley Blackwood and Andrew Brown:
Because Andrew is always capable of telling you whether the ace is in the void

suit or the side suit.  And he always does it slightly out of key.
Chris Jager, Chris Segal, Chris White and Andrew Brown

Because Andrew revokes Arthur’s speaking privileges, hates us all, and has a
funny voice all rolled into one.
Bebop, Rocksteady and Andrew Brown

The thick skin of a warthog, the sharp horn of a rhinoceros, and the delicate hands
of a girlie, all combined in a single man’s body.  An unstoppable combination.
Stifler and Andrew Brown

Because Susan’s already written and posted the fic.
Jack, Tyler and Andrew Brown

Because both of them would get an excuse to kiss Andrew’s pretty hands
Non-ML Residents who are Non-Members and Andrew Brown

Because in terms of bitterness, difficult-to-find-ness and nonparticipation in the
ML social/sexual/slash scene, he matches the non-ML non-members pretty well.
Lord Juliuss Goat and SQRT(-Yak)

Because he, too, is on his way to becoming an in-joke.
Chris and Lauren and Lauren and Chris and Andrew Brown

Because it’s only after adding Andrew that that group achieves a perfect
masculine/feminine balance.
The Polymorphic, Polyamorous Blob and Andrew Brown

Because he may be the only Swillie pure of relationship-ness enough that the blob
would find indigestible, and watching the blob expel him in a mass of gooey vomit would
be entertaining
An Inbred Mutant Chocobo, Dr. Hobo and Andrew Brown

Because it would provide political pressure to change Andrew’s last name to
“Brobo”, and we’ve been waiting for that to happen
The Negative One-th Root of a Square Yak and Andrew Brown

Because Andrew himself is only a reworking of an earlier SWIL in-joke, namely,
Comma
The Doors to Room 4 and Andrew Brown

Because if we have to add a door number 4 to doors 1, 2 and 3 we need to find
something less desirable than a new car but more desirable than a goat.
Ross Messing

Because we just have to have a presidential ticket named Brown-Messing.
Andrew Brown, Mai Pucik, Jillian Waldman and Andrew Brown

This way we maintain the balance of power, since Mai will act in opposition to
Jillian and Andrew Brown will act in opposition to Andrew Brown
NuPont, NeoCo-op, NegaHicks, NewDorm and Andrew Brown

Because Andrew Brown anagrams to A New Dr Brown, to go with the new
Science Center.
Dr. Strangelove, Doc Brown, Dr. Seuss and Andrew Brown



See above.
Lone Wolf, Cub and Andrew Brown

Well, it’s biologically impossible for a lone wolf to father a cub by itself.
Plasmadyne Relay, Baryon Sweep, Reversing the Polarity and Andrew Brown

Because Andrew Brown is also an overly convenient solution to all of our
problems who doubles as great eye-candy.
Jamison, all of the Jamison clones a





Badger, badger, badger, badger, badger, badger, badger, badger… ANDREW
ANDREW! BRRROWWWNN! He’s BRRRROOOWNN!
Foreign Policy, The Economy, Moral Values and Andrew Brown

All things President Bush doesn’t actually give a fuck about but pretended he did
to get votes
Emiliano Rodriguez and Andrew Brown

Because they’re the same person in the Chuniverse
Spider-Man and Andrew Brown

We want to give Mai a presidential ticket she’s both physically attracted to but
feels comfortable settling down and having kids with
Finlay the Spec and Andrew Brown

Finlay the Spec doesn’t like being called Finlay the Spec and Andrew Brown
doesn’t like being called Andrew Brown, despite the fact that these are their real names;
together they can do something about this.
Kerry Edwards and Andrew Brown

 Because “Kerry Edwards” sounds like the name of a girl Andrew Brown would
date
Kerry / Edwards and Andrew Brown

Susan wanted to write this fic, but couldn’t bear to write one without Andrew
Brown in it somewhere
Apple Hammer, Orange Mallet and Andrew Brown

Collectively the three most powerful weapons of SWIL.  All made by inserting
something into a fruit.
Vice, Misdemeanor and Andrew Brown

A ticket composed entirely of lesser evils.
The Love Child of Mark, Nick, and JC, and Andrew Brown

My guess is that they are the same person created through a time-travel paradox—
Photoshop Mark, Nick and JC together and think about it
Allawi, Karzai and Andrew Brown

John Kerry has gotten in trouble for referring to all three of them as puppet
dictators under the control of Jillian Waldman’s lust for oil, but it’s true, and it’s good for
the economy
Jackie, the Purity Point She Gets for Running and Andrew Brown

We need to give Jackie some sort of physical reward beyond just a purity point
Mort, Marie, the Head of Vecna and Andrew Brown

All of these represent failed attempts to channel great, alien powers through a
human source—the powers of Death, Canada, Undeath and Jillian respectively
Picard/Q/Subtext and Andrew Brown

This ticket might actually win if Andrew’s on the ticket, see previous comments
about Susan and not liking slash without Andrew in it
The Abstract Concept of Susan Zell and Andrew Brown

The abstract concept of Susan is as close as we’ll get to the two of them in a
relationship until Michael dies
Jessie Robins and Andrew Brown

Someone needs to replace Jonathan when he graduates
The Population of North Dakota and Andrew Brown



North Dakota can’t survive unless we inject genetic diversity into their breeding
population



All three of them are still alive at the end of Hamlet.  That says something about
their perseverance.
Chu, _Swallow a





Thinking deeply about all four of these things are ways that Swillies typically
procrastinate before doing work
Being and Nothingness and Andrew Brown

The lack of Andrew Brown is why Sartre was all depressed all the time
The Castaways on Jillian’s Island and Andrew Brown

Think Fantasy Island and Tattoo
John Calvin, Thomas Hobbes and Andrew Brown

Calvin said that most human beings were created by God so he could have the
pleasure of sending them to hell.  Hobbes said human beings were all evil animals who
deserved to be enslaved by tyrannical dictators.  But they had nothing in the pessimism
department on Andrew Brown.
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, Franz Sussmayer, the Super Mario Theme and Andrew
Brown

Arthur has recordings of all four that he plays on endless loop
A&W, Stewarts, Mug, IBC and Andrew Brown

Combine all five of these and you have the best flavor and aroma of any soft drink
on the market.
Caffeine and Andrew Brown

The only two things capable of keeping Susan Zell up all night
Silverliner II, Silverliner II, Silverliner IV and Andrew Brown

All things Mark is quitting the SWILpresidency so he can spend more time riding
Absolute and Andrew Brown

A very obvious Freudian phallic symbol and yonic symbol.  Like the Blade and
the Chalice.
A New Hope, Empire Strikes Back, Return of the Jedi and Andrew Brown

Because he’s both more interesting to watch and bears more relationship to the
original films than the official prequels.



Andrew Brown and all Nominated Parties

The Root Beer Kegger and Andrew Brown
Because someone needs to actually carry the root beer keg.

Screw Your Roommate and Andrew Brown
Because I want to see him dressed up as Michael Cohen.

The Libertarian Party and Andrew Brown
Because they’ll all fight and hit each other and it’ll be funny.

Arthur’s 21st Birthday Party and Andrew Brown
Five words: Arthur drunk and Andrew in a bra.



The French Blob, T-Shirt Face and Cartoon Eliza

�
���� �
����: Swarthmore is strange.  I once did an interview with a turkey.  Life is
hard, life is hard.  (rips up picture of George Bush) George Bush explodes!!! Look at me,
I dress like James Digges la Touche.  I think I will call all of my friends various
geometric shapes and such.  I’m the Pillar of Moral Rectitude!  Now I’m the Table of
Unconventional Sexual Relationships!  Now I’m the Irregularly Shaped Angular Object
of Romantic Disillusionment!  Audrey Chan is an artistic genius!  Vote for me!  Vote for
me!

�!�
��������(reveal T-shirts with the faces of the actual candidates on them)

	����� "��#�: The big problem with my running for SWIL president is that the same
people who are most likely to stay up all night reading my cartoons are the selfsame
group most likely to not go out and vote because it would involve PUTTING ON
PANTS.



Fidel Castro

	������Señores Presidentes del SWIL

El millón de cubanos que nos reunimos hoy para marchar frente a su Oficina de Intereses,
es sólo una pequeña parte de todo un pueblo valiente y heroico que quisiera estar aquí
junto a nosotros si físicamente fuese posible.

No se reúne en gesto hostil contra el pueblo de Estados Unidos, cuyas raíces éticas,
originarias de la época cuando emigraron a este hemisferio los primeros peregrinos,
conocemos bien.

No deseamos tampoco molestar a los funcionarios, empleados y guardianes de esa
instalación que, en el cumplimiento de sus misiones, gozan de toda la seguridad y
garantías que un pueblo culto y civilizado como el nuestro es capaz de ofrecer.

Es un acto de indignada protesta y una denuncia contra las brutales, despiadadas y crueles
medidas que su gobierno acaba de adoptar contra nuestro país.

De antemano conocemos lo que usted piensa o pretende hacer creer de los que por aquí
marcharán. En su opinión se trata de masas oprimidas y ansiosas de libertad lanzadas a la
calle por el gobierno de Cuba. Ignora por completo que al pueblo digno y altivo que ha
resistido 45 años la hostilidad, el bloqueo y las agresiones de la potencia más poderosa de
la Tierra, ninguna fuerza del mundo podría arrastrarlo como un rebaño, atado cada uno de
ellos con una cuerda en el cuello.

Un estadista, o alguien con la pretensión de serlo, debiera saber que las ideas justas y
realmente humanas a lo largo de la historia han demostrado ser mucho más poderosas que
la fuerza; de ésta van quedando polvorosas y despreciables ruinas; de aquellas, rasgos
luminosos que nadie podrá apagar. A cada época le han correspondido las suyas, tanto
buenas como malas, y todas se han ido acumulando. Pero a esta etapa que vivimos, en un
mundo bárbaro, incivilizado y globalizado, le han correspondido las peores y más
tenebrosas e inciertas.

	��� ��Viva el Presidente!  Viva el Presidente!



The Invisible Men

��������I would like to defer to my colleague, H.G. Wells’ Invisible Man.

(silence)

��������Hello?  Hello?  He seems to have slipped out.

Very well, the Invisible Man from League of Extraordinary Gentlemen.

(silence)

Hey… (slaps at the air around Lauren) stop that, you!  Get—get—get out!

All right, well, how about Ralph Ellison’s Invisible Man?

����������I am one of the most irresponsible beings that ever lived. Irresponsibility is
part of my invisibility; any way you face it, it is a denial. But to whom can I be
responsible, and why should I be, when you refuse to see me?

America is woven—

��������Yeah, yeah, very nice.  Who wants to see him arm-wrestle someone?  Yaah!
Yaah!  (pushes him, sputtering to arm-wrestle someone) Give him twenty bucks and he’ll
take off his shirt!  





anymore, and my big stupid older brother always makes fun of me and mocks me and it’s
just not fair!

$����(takes out kid_chufrock sign) Well, as a philosophy and history double major with
a preference for walking out of doors in a knit scarf and white T-shirt, all I can do is eat
my Porterhouse steak, sip my non-alcoholic fine German stout, and say that it’s good to
be editing the Phoenix even while searching for grad schools.



Oppression, a Prussian, and a White Russian

�������%�Okay, more like a Prussian or more like Oppression?

�������&�More like Oppression.

�������%�More like Oppression or more like a White Russian?

�������&�More like a White Russian.

�������%�More like a White Russian or the SWILPresidency of 2005?

�������&�It is the SWILPresidency of 2005!

�������%�You see? The connection is natural!

Badgers



Badger badger badger badger badger badger badger badger badger badger
PLATFORM PLATFORM
(3x)

It’s SWILLL, no, it’s SWWILLL!!



Foreign policy, economy, moral values

We believe that foreign policy, the economy and moral values should be elected to the
SWILpresidency so that they can better protect the basic principles we hold dear of
Jillian, Mai, and Andrew Brown.

Foreign policy has spent years studying Jillian, knowing the delicate balance that keeps
Jillian from turning against us and destroying us.  Only by using her experience to build
alliances within Jillian while being hard and firm on Jillian when it’s necessary can we be
safe in the future.

Furthermore, Mai, though she’s been recovering, still looks pretty sickly.  Sure, maybe
Mai has turned the corner, but can we honestly say that Mai is better and more optimistic
than a few years ago?  Maybe Mai’s coming through for the rich CEOs, but where are the
jobs for the common man that Mai is supposed to provide?  We’re all supposed to have a
place in Mai, as Americans, and to be able to feed our families from her growth and
expansion.  The economy’s first commitment is to Mai, and the economy will do
everything it can to stimulate Mai and make Mai work for us.

Finally, Andrew Brown is in a terrible state in America.  We may not all agree on what
Andrew Brown is, but we all care about Andrew Brown, and we know that we don’t want
a country where our kids are growing up without Andrew Brown.  Moral values know
that their strong commitment and faith in an Andrew Brown we can all agree on as a
strong foundation for our society is important, and while respecting the different
interpretations of Andrew Brown different faiths and ethnicities may have, will allow
nothing to shake their strong Andrew Brown core.

Vote foreign policy, economy and moral values in ’04!





The Love Child of Mark, Nick and JC

We consider it your fault for making our lives possible


